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1 Introduction

One way to implement a fault-tolerant service is the primary-backup or primary-
copy approach [1]. With this approach, a service is implemented by a collection
of servers. One server is designated as the primary; the others are called backups.
Clients send requests to the primary and any responses to requests come from
the primary. If the primary fails, then a failover occurs after which one of the
backups assumes the role of the primary.

With the primary-backup approach, a request from a client to the service
can be lost if sent to a faulty primary. However, periods during which requests
can be lost are bounded by the length of time that elapses between the failure of
the primary and the takeover by a backup. Such behavior is an instance of what
we call a bofo service (bounded outage finitely often); an (i, Δ)–bofo service is
one in which requests that are not processed fall into at most i intervals of time,
each interval having a length of at most Δ. Thus, in an (i, Δ)–bofo service, even
though some requests might be lost by the service, not too many will.

There exist lower bounds constraining i and Δ for implementing an (i, Δ)–
bofo service using the primary-backup approach. These lower bounds are a
function of message delivery delays and the number of failures that can be
tolerated. The kinds of failures that that need to be tolerated constrain the
degree of replication and the worst-case response time to client requests.

2 Characterization

To show the lower bounds described above, we must characterize the systems
we are willing to consider. Unfortunately, there is no widely-accepted definition
of the primary-backup approach. We believe that the following four attributes
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characterize a primary-backup system and note that several purported primary-
backup protocols (e.g., [1,2,5,8,3]) satisfy this characterization. There are,
however, purported primary-backup protocols that do not satisfy one or more
of these attributes (e.g., [4]).

pb1: There exists a state predicate PRMY on the state of any server such that
PRMY is true on the state of at most one server.

pb2: At each client ci there exists a server identity PRMYi. At any time,
ci may make a request by sending that request only to PRMYi. Thus,
a client interacts with a single server at any time. (This distinguishes
primary-backup from active replication techniques such as [11].)

pb3: Suppose that requests are enqueued at the server and the only way a server
can learn of a request is by executing a receive. A request r is received
by a server s only when PRMY is satisfied by that server’s state.

pb4: The primary-backup system behaves like a single bofo server.

Note that in our specification we do not require that every request produce a
response, that the identity of the primary remain static unless there is a failure,
that the identity of the primary is known to all clients, or that the clients agree
on the identity of the primary.

We consider a system consisting of n servers of which at most fp can be
faulty. Servers can be faulty by crashing in which case the server simply halts,
by exhibiting receive omission failures in which case the server can crash or in-
termittently fail to receive a message, or by exhibiting general omission failures
in which case the server can crash or fail in both sending and receiving mes-
sages. We do not assume that servers can fail in an arbitrary (i.e. Byzantine)
manner [6] because arbitrary failures cannot be detected when there is a single
source of responses [12].

We assume that server clocks are perfectly synchronized and that the pro-
cessors communicate through a completely connected point-to-point network.
We also assume that the links between processors are FIFO and that no more
than fl of the links can be faulty, where a faulty link may drop messages. We
assume that if processors pi and pj are connected by a nonfaulty link, then a
message sent from pi to pj at time t will be received by pj no later than time
t + δ.

If no request requires a response, then it is trivial to provide a bofo service.
We, therefore, assume at least one request type produces responses and that a
client can initiate such a request at any time.

3 Lower Bounds

We now present lower bounds on any primary-backup system (i.e. any protocol
satisfying pb1 – pb4) for different failure models. We have proven these lower
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bounds for the stronger model in which only the links between servers can be
faulty and in which omission failures can occur only for messages sent between
servers and not between clients and servers. Although this stronger model is
clearly unrealistic, it strengthens the lower bound results.

3.1 Bounds on Replication

Theorem 1 Any primary-backup system that tolerates crash failures requires
n ≥ fp + 1.

Theorem 2 Suppose there can be at most one link between any two processes
and that the total number of process and link failures is bounded by f ≤ min(fp, fl).
Then, any primary-backup system tolerating crash failures and link failures re-
quires n ≥ f + 2.

Note, the scheme presented in [2] tolerates server crash failures and link failures.
However, it uses only two processes to tolerate a single failure, which violates
the lower bound of Theorem 2. This violation is possible because in [2] there
are two links between the two processes. By making this assumption, the effects
of a single link failure can be masked, and so only server crash failures need to
be handled.

Theorem 3 Any primary-backup system that tolerates receive omission failures
requires n > �3fp/2�.

Theorem 4 Any primary-backup system that tolerates general omission fail-
ures requires n > 2fp.

The protocol presented in [7] satisfies only a weaker version of pb1:

wpb1: There exists a state predicate PRMY on the state of any server such that
PRMY is true on the state of at most one server except for bounded
intervals during which it may be true on multiple servers.

The above four theorems hold even when pb1 is replaced with wpb1. Thus,
we have established that the protocol of [7] is optimal—it tolerates the general
omission failure of one server by using three servers (a primary, a backup and a
witness).

3.1.1 Bounds on Blocking

Informally, a blocking protocol for a primary-backup system s one in which the
primary must, subsequent to receiving a request r, receive at least one other
message from another server before it can respond to r. Provided that a primary
cannot send a response to a request until it has received the request, we have:
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Theorem 5 All protocols for primary-backup for general-omission failures are
blocking.

This theorem also holds for the case where pb1 is replaced by wpb1. The
result shows that we cannot hope to get worst-case response times better than
4δ in systems that can exhibit general-omission failures where the server that
receives the request is the server that sent the response. However, as shown
below, the worst-case response time is lower for stronger failure models. In
addition, we have developed non-blocking protocols for stronger failure models
including receive-omission and link failures. We found it surprising that that
non-blocking protocols in fact exist.

3.1.2 Bounds on Failover Times

In order to discuss lower bounds on failover times, we postulate a fifth charac-
teristic of a primary-backup system. The protocols in [1,2,5,8,3] all satisfy this
(seemingly reasonable) postulate.

pb5 A server that is the primary remains so until there is a failure.

Theorem 6 Any primary-backup system tolerating at most fp crash failures
can exhibit an interval of time fpδ during which there is no primary.

Theorem 7 Let f be min(fp, fl). Any primary-backup system tolerating at
most f failures, where failures can be crash failures and link failures, can exhibit
an interval of time 2fδ during which there is no primary.

Theorem 8 Any primary-backup system tolerating at most fp general-omission
failures can exhibit an interval of time 2fpδ during which there is no primary.

Theorem 9 Any primary-backup system tolerating at most fp receive-omission
failures can exhibit an interval of time 2fpδ during which there is no primary.

Table 3.1.2 summarizes the bounds presented in Section 3.

Failure model Replication Blocking Failover Time
Crash n > fp no fpδ
Crash + linka n > f + 1 no 2fδ

Receive Omission n > � 3
2fp�b no 2fpδ

General Omission n > 2fp yes 2fpδ

af ≤ min(fp, fl).
bThis bound is not tight.

Table 1: Lower Bounds
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4 Discussion

In addition to determining lower bounds, we have developed protocols that
attain these bounds except for receive omission failures with �3fp/2� < n ≤ 2fp.
In this range, we have only been able to find solutions for (n = 2, fp = 1)
and (n = 4, fp = 2). However, we can show that solutions in this range are
impractical because they do not satisfy pb5.
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